


 Before we get into explaining peer programs and 
developing an effective model, we need to first 
define what a peer is.

 Webster’s Dictionary defines it as: one that is of 
equal standing with another :  equal; especially :  
one belonging to the same societal group 
especially based on age, grade, or status 

 In a Nutshell, it’s a “been there, done that” kinda
thing! 



 Before creating the program, it’s essential to 
ask yourself the following question: What 
kind of training are we aiming to provide? For 
example, what does this look like? How long 
is the training? Who will be doing the 
training? Where/When will it take place? 
Where is the money coming from to provide 
it?  Will there be stipends, food, etc?



 In conjunction with the first step, you need to 
identify the demographic you want your 
training to appeal to, and then structure your 
training around that.  Sure, your training 
peers, but what kind of peers are they?  Is it a 
HIV peer training? A drug-user group peer 
training? Etc.  Identifying who you’re trying to 
appeal to is essential for both creating and 
implementing your program.



 Be realistic as to what you expect to achieve
•Rome wasn’t built in just one day…

 Protect participants privacy and confidentiality
•Present confidentiality release forms and

explain why this is important.

 Diversity for adversity 
•Having a diverse group of peers expands the

demographic of those you can help!

 Define your objectives
•By doing this off the start, your prospective peers can
decide if this fit is right for them.



 This is often something that organizations 
could benefit from by improving and it can 
single-handedly be the easiest and most 
beneficial tactic.  Here’s a few ways of peer 
recognition that can lead to success for not 
only your organization, but also your peers.

Peer Recognition



 Peer appreciation or stipends – Budget for it!

• Setting up something as simple as

a lunch or appreciation plan for

recognizing your peers is crucial to 
ensure your peers feel that their
contributions are valuable and
appreciated.



 1 on 1’s
•Time is valuable, and by taking 5 to 10 

minutes a week for ED’s or program
developers to listen to feedback, have
a Q and A and provide feedback to
their peer volunteers will ensure peers will   
gain a sense of further direction, feel like    
their being heard and know their input is   
valuable to you. They need to know it’s safe   
to voice any concerns or questions they may 
have.



 Now that you’ve trained your peers and 
adequately prepared them for what their 
about to experience, where do you go from 
here?

 ???????????????



 Whoa…back up….

 You need to have programs in place to utilize 
your peers

•Training peers with no immediate place to use 
them doesn’t help your organization or the

peer.  

 Each peer you train has a specific set of 
strengths—find out how to utilize them most 
effectively! Find out why they signed on.

 We all need STATS but keep it simple. Be 
realistic on the expectation of well kept 
stats…that could take some time.



 Please make sure each one of your Peer Roles 
has a very clear but brief job description. Go 
over it verbally to ensure understanding and 
answer any questions honestly about the 
work you expect them to do.



Checklist for Success

 Well thought out peer program need/idea

 Who’s in charge?

 Create job descriptions and training plan

 Confidentiality Agreements

 Evaluation plan of Trainings and Program

 Realistic training times/dates

 Peer Recognition 



 If you have any questions or would like this 
presentation emailed to you or require any 
other Hep C Peer related resources like 
confidentiality agreements, evaluation forms 
or training outlines please contact Cody at 
hepcsupport@plfv.org, and we’d be happy to 
assist you in any way possible. 

Thank-you!  Happy Partici-peer-ing!

mailto:hepcsupport@plfv.org


 …Now that’s more like it…


